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Arrivee de monseignevr le dvc d'Orleans,
frere vniqve dv roy. Arrivee de monseignevr le

dvc d'Orleans, frere vniqve dv roy, à la cour, & les
caresses que sa Majesté luy a faites en cet abord.
Ensemble les allegresses & resiouyssances publiques
pour cette heureuse entreueuë, & les circonstances de
toute la ceremonie. Comme aussi le bon accueil que
mondit seigneur a fait à monsieur le cardinal duc de
Richelieu le 21. octobre 1634. au chasteau de Sainct
Germain en Laye.:A Aix, Chez Iean Roize, imprimeur
ordinaire de l'vniuersité, à la place des Prescheurs,
1634. 8 pages 16 cm.   This report documents  the
elaborate ceremony that accompanied the arrival of the
Duke d’Orleans in Saint Germain en Laye in 16734.
After a ceremony at the cathedral, the Duke arrives at the
chateau by horseback  where he finds a  warm welcome
from  the King.  The arrival of Richelieu follows.   The
report includes  a list of the notables who attended and a
description of the  dinner ceremony at which Anne
d’Austriche the wife of Louis XIII presides.

$500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/monsieur.pdf

Full Description:
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(festival). La Brillante journée ou le
carrousel des galans Maures, entrepris
par Monseigneur le dauphin: avec la
comparse, les courses, et des madrigaux
sur les devises. . Se vendra à Versailles le jour du

carrousel, et se débite.  Paris: Chez la Veuve

Blageart, Court-neuve du Palais, au Dauphin, 1685.

Original edition. Watanabe O’Kelly #1953, etc.

Quarto. .

La Brillante journée is the first equestrian parade

and carrousel that took place at the palace of

Versailles June 4th and 5th 1685.  This printed

programme for the festival includes descriptions of

costumes  and setting,  as well as,  a list of the

participants and a summary of the events.

Completed shortly before the event, the 70p

programme was  published for the notables at the

event  and for the enthralled public of Paris who

could get the programme at the booksellers or at

Versailles. It provided (and still provides) a factual

guide to the participants, details of their  dress, the

order of the parade and a summary of the  contests

that followed

The printed programme La Brillante journée is a
“remarkably full treatment” of events of the carrousel
which was organized and led by Louis, Dauphin of
France (1661-1711), son of Louis XIV. Versailles, seat of
royal power of Louis XIV and his family, had become
one of the most ornate and sumptuous courts in Europe.
The parade carrousel included exotic animals, oriental
luxuries, and Arabian horses. The décor and jeweled
accessories (including that of the women who rode in the

$2,000
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/maure.pdf

Full Description:
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(fireworks). Description des magnificences
et feux de joye. faits à Paris le 28 juillet 1649

par l'illustrissime... monseigneur l'ambassadeur

de la sérénissime République de Venise auprès de

sa majesté très chrestienne pour la grande

victoire navale obtenue contre l'armée

turquesque en Asie, consistant en la déroute &

perte generale de ladite armee, & de Sept mil

hommes Turcs de tuez.  Paris : par A. Estienne,

1649.Watanabe-O’Kelley#1794. Quarto. 19th

century wrappers.. Leaf of title, verso blank, 2p la

Royalle Ville de Paris, 3p relation, 3p poetry in

French, Italian, Greek, leaf of blank. Collation; 1l,

A1, B-C2. Clean copy, a few stains

This is a  detailed  description of the fireworks in

Paris along the Seing to celebrate the Venetian

victory over the Turks in 1649 in the Bay of Smyrna.

$500
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Dancourt, Florent Carton (1661-1725). Les vendanges,
comedie. Paris: Chez Thomas Guillain, a la descente du
Pont-Neuf, pres les Augustins, a l'image S. Louis., 1694.
Original edition. (Soleinne 1496). 8vo. Modern wrappers.

The play was completed on October 1, 1691, too late for
performance during the vintage season. Like l'Opera de
village, this is a comedyvaudeville with much patois of
peasant customs and speech. Charming and light, the
playwas given 17 times in 1694 and twice the next year.
The play had music

by Grandval (not published in the libretto). Another play
on wine vintages Les vendanges de Suresne comedy in 1
act, in prose, based on Du Ryer's play of the same name
and with a divertissement with music by J.C. Gillier was
first performed at the Théâtre- François, Paris, 15
October 1695. It was not published until 1700 A Paris
Chez Pierre Ribou,

Florent Carton Dancour (known as Sieur d’Ancourt)
(1661-1725) was born at Fontainebleau to a wealthy
family and trained as a lawyer. Dancourt married an
actress, Francois Lenoir de la Thorilliere, then devoted
himself to the theatre, winning great acclaim as an actor,
especially as Alceste in Moliere's Le Misanthrope.
Turning to playwriting , his plays concern problems of
the impoverished nobility and the social climbing middle
classes. He also, as in Les vendanges, depicts the loves
and intrigues of village life. He wrote over sixty
comedies and ballets. Vanbrugh’s The Confederacy is
adapted from Dancourt's Les bourgeoises a la mode.

$850
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Dancourt.pdf

Full Description:
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Dryden, John. Cleomenes, the Spartan Heroe. A
Tragedy. London: For Jacob Tonson, 1692. 4to. [16], 28,
72pp. Later quarter morocco. Two running reads
cropped, else a very nice copy. First edition.

It is believed that the revival of Shakespeare's Roman
plays caused Dryden to write this play. It is said that
Southern wrote the last act.

References: Pforzheimer 321; Wing D2254.

$800
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Du Peschier, Nicolas [compiler]. La comédie des
comédies. . Tradvite d'italien en langage de

l'orateur françois, par le Sievr dv Péchier. Paris:

Nicolas La Coste, 1629. Original edition. Brunet

16418. Soleinne 1039. Lancaster I, 365-367.

12mo. (4 1/2 x 6 1/4"). Early 19th-century quarter

brown morocco, flat spine with title and date in gilt,

pink floral boards.

La comédie des comédies,  a four-act comedy in

prose and verse for eight characters,  is cleverly

structured as an Italian comedy translated into

French. The play, however, is not translated from

Italian but consists of the frequent quotation from

the letters of the essayist Jean-Louis Guez de Balzac.

Balzac’s “swelling phrases and metaphorical

expressions are cleverly caricatured” (Lancaster,

367). The model for the play is an Italian farce in

which le Docteur (modeled on Balzac) has an

inflated notion of his erudition. It is a rare theatrical

satire probably compiled by a member of the

Feuillant sect. La comédie des comédies was never

played in theatres.

La comédie des comédies is of great interest to the

student of Balzac because it compiles numerous

examples of quotations from Balzac’s early letters

when he was developing his influential prose style.

It was soon reprinted in several editions in 1629

indicating its popularity, at least in the reading. It

was never performed.

OCLC, North America: IBV, MUQ. Rare.

$2,000
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/dupeschier.pdf

Full Description:
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François l’Hermite (c. 1601 – September 7, 1655).

Pantheé, Tragedie de Monsieur de Trista.

Paris: Augustin Courbe, 1639. Priv 23 Feburary 1638; Achevé
10 May 1639. Tragedy in five acts, verse. Tchemerzine X.
P.417 for original 4to edition with same dates as this the 12mo
edition. 12mo. 19th century vellum.Based on Xeonophon’s
touching tale in the Cyropadeia books V-II, Tristan’s version
finds Queen Pantheé of Susa (Assyria) captured by Cyrus King
of Persia. Her poise and her beauty cause her to be discovered
and spared.  The play was popular enough to be mentioned as
one of the 41 plays in Poisson’s Baron de la Crasse and in the
preface to Corneille’s Sophonsibe. It was reprinted three times
after the author’s death. Durval published a Panthée at about
the same time (Paris: Courbé, 1639). His was also based on
Xeonphon’s Cyropaedia. This subject had also been treated by
Alexandre Hardy.

$1,250
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/panthee.pdf

Full Description:
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Genest, Charles-Claude de (1639-1719.

Zélonide princesse de Sparte,
tragédie. Genest, Charles-Claude de (1639

-1719). Zélonide princesse de Sparte, tragédie.

Paris: Claude Barbin, 1682. Original edition of

Genest’s rare first play. Barbier 19559; Herissant,

Catalogue des livres de la bibliotheque de feue

madame la Marquise de Pompadourean (1765)

1045; Lancaster IV 212-214; Soleinne 1488.

Five-act tragedy in verse. Preface in prose. The play

was successful on the stage, although critics found it

to lack both action and to have an excessive number

of récits, faults to which Genest himself confessed.

Nevertheless, it was acted almost 20 times at the

Comédie Française, and was also given at Saint-

Germain at Versailles and in November of 1682 at

Fontainbleau. It remained in the Comedie Français’

repertory until 1705, with 45 as the total number of

performances there.

Because of his early dramatic work, Genest was

considered a potentially major playwright whose

later plays were even more well received than

Zélonide   After a brief career on the Paris stage,

Genest instead became a fixture in planning and

writing the theatrical entertainments for the Duchess

of Maine at her private estate at Sceaux (about

which see full description at the link below)

$1,500
http://goldenlegend.com/pdfs/genest.pdf

Full Description:
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Gilbert, Gabriel . Rodogune: tragi-comédie.

Paris: Chez Antoine Sommaville, 1646. Original

edition: issued simultaneously by A. de Sommaville,

A. Courbé, and T. Quinet. (The name on the title-

page is Rodogune, but elsewhere the character

appears as Rhodogune. Quarto. Bound in

contemporary mottled calf, spine with raised bands

lettered in gilt, with ornaments.Tragic comedy in 5

actd, brtdr.

A warrior queen of 17th century French
drama

As is well-known, Pierre Corneille wrote a play

Rodogune: Princesse des Parthes, Tragedie (Paris:

Quinet, or Sommaville or Courbé, 1647). The

resemblances between Gilbert’s tragi-comedy and

Corneille’s tragedy is “too striking to be ignored.”

The framework of the two plays is the same; many

details are “identical” and only the dénouement is

different. In Corneille, the play rushes on to a tragic

conclusion. In Gilbert’s, “a pacific influence turn the

course of the tragic action, and the happy end

follows. In contradiction to her Amazonian

character, she pleads the weakness of her sex”

(Pellet, 62-3).

The dissimilar dénoument of Gilbert’s piece need

not be considered a blunder, but rather an intentional

$2,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/gilbert.pdf

Full Description:
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Guarini, Battista.  Il  Pastor fido.Tragicomedia. Le
Berger fidelle.  Il  Pastor fido.Tragicomedia. Le Berger
fidelle. Tragicomedia del signor Cavalie Batista Guarini.
Faict en Italien & François, pour l’utilité de ceux qui
desirent apprendre les deux langues. Reneu & corigé en
ceste derniere edition. Rouen: Chez Iacques Caillove,
1648,

12mo. Contemporary vellum.  xii,  310 leaves of text.
With Italian and French on facing pages.

Il  Pastor fido  stands with Tasso’s Aminta as the
outstanding achievement of the Italian pastoral drama. It
was begun in 1569 but not published until 1590. The
popularity of Pastor Fido itself in France was  due to the
numerous  editions in Italian, in French  Le Berger fidelle
and, as here, in bi-lingual editions that were created  for
students and others  who wished to study refined Italian.

OCLC:  North America. UIU  only.  This is  the only
Caillove edition located in OCLC.

$850
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La Calprenède [pseud. of Gauthier de Coste,

Seigneur de la Calprenède] (ca. 1610-1663.

Recueil of four plays by La Calprenède,
bound together, of which three are
original editions. (1637-1650). La
Calprenède as a dramatist This is a
collection of four of  La Calprenède’s early
plays (he wrote nine), Including  three
original editions, including his first play,
Mithridate, and his masterpiece, Le Comte
d’Essex, an English historical tragedy about
Elizabeth I and the Earl of Essex. The
collection  should provide valuable
information on La Calprenèdé’s early
career as an author before he turned to the
novel.

1. La Mort de Mithridate. Tragedie. Paris:
Anthoine de Sommaville, 1637. Original
edition.

2. Le Clarionte, ou le Sacrifice Sanglant.
Tragi-comédie. Paris: Antoine de
Sommaville, 1637. Original edition.

3. La Mort des Enfans d’Herodes, ou Suite
de Mariane. Tragedie: Paris: Augustin
Courbe, 1639. Original edition.

4. Le Comte d’Essex. Tragedie. Paris:
Toussainct Quinet, 1650. Second edition
(original was 1639). This is the first
appearance in French theatre to depict the$3,500

www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/calpren.pdf
Full Description:
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La Chapelle, Jean de. Les Carosses d'Orleans Comedie
par le sieur D.L.C. Paris, Jean Ribou, 1681. Original
edition. Soleinne 1481.

With its depiction of persons from various backgrounds
assembled at an inn, Les Carosses d’Orleans bears a
resemblance to Moliéres les Fâcheux and Poisson’s
Après-soupé des Auberges. The author was obviously
trying to reproduce comic types that one might meet
while journeying across the country. “Its lively dialogue,
amusing succession of scenes, and picture of manners
would probably make it worth reviving even today. With
the exception of the Festin de Pierre, no other play given
for the first time at the Guénégaud before the union of the
troupes met with such long continued success”
(Lancaster)

$850
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/LaChapelle.pdf

Full Description:

12
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Lacroix, Paul. Ballets et Mascarades de Cour. De
Henri III a Louis XIV (1581-1652) recueillis et
publies, d'apres les editions originales Par M. Paul
Lacroix conservateur de la bibliotheque de l'arsenal.

Geneve & Turin: Gay et Fils, 1868-70. Edition of

100 copies, this is #31. Six volumes, 8vo.

Contemporary cloth and marbled boards (leather

labels). Very good condition, with slight scuffing.

Original wrappers bound in.

This collection consists of textual reprints of all the

Ballets and Masquerades from 1581-1651,

beginning with Balet Comique de la Royne and

ending with the Balet de Cassandre and Balet de la

Fortune. There are few Ballets later than 1651.

"Those wishing to trace a firm, although by no

means unbroken, chronological line of Ballets,

Operas, and other Lyrical Works during this period

are advised to consult this work" (Leslie).

The collection includes texts to over 150 ballets and

mascarades, as well as, to divertissements, entrees,

and to minor forms of the time: bouffonneries,

ridicules, plaisirs, recits,discourses.

References: Leslie II, p. 291; DDM 1571 "One of

the most important works of Ballets de Cour";

Magriel p.156.

$1,500
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Moliere (1622-1673); (Lully, Jean Baptiste (1632-1687)).

L'Amour Medecin. Paris: Chez Theodore Girard,

1666.  Original edition. 12mo. 5 pl., 59 (i.e.

95pp) . Lacking frontispiece. The libretto of this

comedy-ballet.  Guibert, A.J. Moliere, p. 157

Commissioned by the King for a royal entertainment at
Versailles and first performed on September 15, 1664,
l'Amour Medecin is a comedy ballet with music by Lully
in three acts. With ballet entries interspresed through the
action, entre-actes are described in the text. In his
Preface, Molière cautions that one should not judge the
play without seeing it. He also writes that he wrote the
ballet in only five days and apologizes that it is only a
sketch. He praises Lully's music.

The play is  for its devastating satire on physicians and
has often been referred to as Les  Médecins. The
enduring play was produced three times in 1665 at
Versailles, 27 times in Paris and from 1680 when the
Comedie Francaise was established 274 times until
1900.

$2,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Moliere.pdf

Full Description:

14
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Molière, Benserade et al. Molière and His
Ballets: Recueil of 12 Librettos for

Ballets and Mascarades in Paris, 1645
-1669 Original editions.  Provenence: Bookplate

of Albert-Jean Guibert, the Molière bibliographer.

1. Ballet de l’oracle de la Sibile de Pansoust Dansé

au Palais Royal, & à l’Hotel de Luxembourg. .

Paris: Jean  Bessin, 1645. 2. Ballet de la Revente

des habits du ballet. S.l.n.d., 7 pp.. Édition

originale.  Silin p 251-3 (ca 1655) Beauchamps

lists the ballet in 1655 on 6 January, but he lists it

again as being danced in 1661. La Vallière has it

performed in 1661.  3. Mascarade des fripiers.

Allans par les ruës, & se servants de leurs hait

pour faire voir ce qu’ils en ont à loüer pour le

Carnaval.  S.l.n.d., 4 pp. ( 1551- 1661 4.  Xersès,

Comedie en musique del Signor Francesco

Cavalli. Avect six Entrées de ballet qui servent

d’intermede à la Comedie: Paris, Ballard, 1660,  5.

Ballet royal de la naissance de Vénus.  Dansée

devant sa Majesté le 26. De Janvier 1665.  Paris:

Ballard, 1665.  6. Le Triomphe de Bacchus dans

les Indes. Mascarade. Dansée devant sa Majesté le

9. Janvier 1666.  Paris: Ballard, 1666.  7. Le Ballet

des muses. Dansé par sa Majesté à son Chasteau

de S. Germain en Laye le 2. Decembre 1666.

Paris: Ballard, 1666-7.  8.   Le Carnaval.

Mascarade Royale. Dansée par sa Majesté le dix-

huitiéme Janvier 1668. Paris: Ballard 1668. 9.

Relation de la feste de Versailles. Du dix-huitiéme

Juillet mil six cens soixante-huit. Paris., Pierre Le

$12,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Molrecu.pdf

Full Description:

15
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Noris, Matteo, (1640-1708). Greco in Troia, Il: festa
teatrale rappresentata in Firenze per le nozze de'
serenissimi sposi Ferdinando terzo principe di
Toscana, e Violante Beatrice principessa di Baviera.

Firenze: Nella Stamperia di S.A.S., 1688.  8vo. [14],

96pp.; Ornaments, head & tailpieces. 19th century

polished calf and marbled boards. Trimmed closely

at top margin. A very good and clean copy. Three

acts; half title--p. [1]; librettist's dedication, signed:

Matteo Noris--p. [5]-[8]; foreword--p. [9]-[11];

scene descriptions--p. [13]-[14].

Il Greco in Troia is a festival opera written for the

marriage in Florence of Ferdinando de'Medici, Duke

of Tuscany (1663-1713) and Violanta Beatrix,

Princess of Bavaria (1673-1731). The scenes and

setting changes are fully described.

References: Kelly Wantanabe #1303; Folger Italian

Plays. RISM notes "There were also a series of

etchings of scenic designs (proof sheets)," which

were issued separately 632; Sonneck, O.G.I.

Librettos, p. 576 who notes that the composer is

unknown to Schatz. Sonneck, O.G.I. Librettos, p.

576 who notes that the composer is unknown to

Schatz. Location: OCLC: U of Chicago

$1,500
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Quinault, Philippe (1635-1688). La Mort de Cyrus,

tragedie. Paris: A. Courbe et G. de Luyne, 1659.

Five act tragedy in verse. Priv 10 February;

Acheve12 July 1659. Rare original edition.

(Soleinne 1275, for Tragedies et Comedies de

Philippe Quinault: Paris, Guillaume de Luyne,

1668). La Mort de Cyrus is a tragic-comedy is

based one of the early French novels of the
period, especially that of Le Grand Cyrus of
Madeline de Scudery (ten vols. 1649-53) which
was taken from the histories Herodotus and
Xenophon.

Quinault's tragedy is an early example of the tragic-
comedy genre, perfected by Thomas Corneille with his
Berenice and Darius, (which were also based on French
novels of the period). Quinault, along with Thomas
Corneille, occupied an important place in the history of
French drama between the zenith of Pierre Corneille and
the rise of Racine. His early tragedies have not lasted
compared to his operas to which he devoted himself after
1670.

According to two well-known 20th century critics,
Quinault's La Mort de Cyrus influenced two of Jean
Racine's works: Alexandre le Grand (1666) and also
Andromaque (1667).

$1,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/quinault1.pdf

Full Description:
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St. Aubin, Augustine de. (artist) . Ballet dansé au
Théatre de l'Opera, dans le Carnaval du
Parnasse. Acte Ier. Dedié, è Monseigneur, le Duc

de la Valiere; Pair et Grand Fauconnier de France,

Chevalier des Ordres du Roi, Brigadier de ses

Armées, Gouverneur et Grand Senechal de la

Province de Bourbonnois et Capitaoine des Chasses

de la Capitainerie Royale de la Varenne du Louvre,

Par son très humble et très obéissant serviteur,

Basan. G. De St. Aubin Pinxit;  F. Basan Sc. A

Paris, ches Basan, Graveur, rue St. Jacques.

[c.1760]. Etching and engraving, platemark 14 5/8"

X 12 3/8", with margins. On laid paper with

watermark (unreadable). On verso, tape tipped to

upper corners;  small ½"  closed tear at bottom right

margin and mid right margin.

The etching suggests a  scene  from the first act of

Carnaval de Parnasse : ballet héroïque en 3 actes et

un prologue  (premiere 1749).  Louis Fuzelier (Paris,

1674-1752) librettists;  Jean-Joseph Cassanéa de

Mondonville (Narbonne 1711-1772) composer.  On

the left on a hill in the distance,  Pegasus rears on his

hind legs; in the center  in a forest settings  are  four

couples dancing in costumes. To the right  is a figure

in theatrical costume  with a puppet in his right

hand,   pointing, with his left  to the dancers;  a

group of women behind  are watching the dancers.

In the lower left a woman is  seated with a   man

who is paying more attention to her than to the

dancers. An audience is  seated in the rear of the

image.
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Torelli, Giacomo. Feste theatralie per la
Finta Pazza drama (Etching
from the 1645 Paris Livret.
[Etching:  A courtyard setting
Act I-3 to Act II-7]. [Corte della reggia

del. Re di Sciro.  A Palace Courtyard ] [etching]

Feste theatralie per la Finta Pazza drama del Sig.

Giulio Strozzi, Rappresentate nel piccolo

Borbone in Parigi quest anno MDCXLV, et da

Giacomo Torelli da Fano Inventore...] Paris,

1645). (Bjurstrom p251); Sartori 10097.

Etching on laid paper, bunch of grapes watermark

with initials. 10” x 13 1/4”.

The opera La Finta Pazza (The maiden feigning

madness) had music by Francesco Sacrati (Italian

1605-1650) and libretto by Giulio Strozzi (Italian

1583-1652). It was first performed in Paris on 19

September 1645 at the Salle du Peitit Bourbon,

Louvre. Cardinal Mazarin who wanted to introduce

Italian opera to France had arranged for the original

scenic designer, from the 1641 Venetian production,

Giacomo Torelli (Italian 1608-1678) to come to

Paris to oversee the production.

La Finta Pazza is considered to be the second

French opera and the “first French operatic hit”

particularly because the striking effects of Torelli’s

machine enchanted the viewer through the use of

“the stage decorations, the ingenuousness of the

machines and the admirable scene changes, until

now unknown in France and which captivate the$1,500
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Vondel, Joost van den. [A collection of almost all the
plays, over half in first editions; also the major poetry
and translations]. 48 separate works bound in 12 vols,
quarto. 11 in uniform contemporary vellum. All the
important the plays are collected here including Lucifer
(1654)* (said to have influenced John Milton), Jeptha
(1659) (his “theatrical compass”), Adam in Ballingschap
(1654), Leewendalers (a glorification of the Peace of
Münster, called the most perfect drama our poet has left
us.)

Included are Vondel’s translations of Euripides’
Feniciaensche van Thebes [Phoenician Women] (1668)
and Sophocles’ Herkules in Trachin (The Trachiniae)
(1668). Vondel’s translations of the works of Ovide are
collected (1671), as are his translations of Virgil in two
editions (in prose, De Wees, 1646 and in verse, Visser, de
Coup, et. al. after De Wees plates, 1696). Finally, there
are two volumes of his collected poetry (Leonard Strik,
1683) and a number of his beautiful religious poems,
including the alte  eheimenissen [Mysteries of the Altar]
and Brieven der Helige Maeghden (1687).

Joost van den Vondel (17 November 1587 – 5 February
1679) Dutch poet and playwright was considered the
most prominent Dutch author of the 17th century. He
passed away at the age of 91, writing until his last years.
He is the greatest poet the Netherlands have produced,
one who is distinguished in every form and who occupies
a place among the best poet of all time.” (Petrus Henricus
Albers in the Catholic Encyclopedia).

$10,000
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